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e smallest bits ofma er— the bosons and fermions ofmicrophysics— are parts of larger

material objects—the wholes of our everydaymacrophysical experience. e formal study

of this relation is called mereology. But the notion of parthood is notoriously puzzling.¹

Witness van Inwagen,

All, or almost all, of the antinomies and paradoxes that the philosophical study

ofmaterial objects is heir to involve the notion of parthood…[M]ost of the great,

intractable metaphysical puzzles about material objects could be seen to have

quite obvious solutions by onewho had a clear understanding of what it was for

one material object to be a part of another. ((1987), p. 21)

Yet despite the twenty-five years of research into parthood since van Inwagen wrote these

words, no clear and complete theory of the nature of the parthood relation has emerged.²

In fact, as we shall see, there is no clear consensus on what constitutes a minimal concept

¹For an introduction to some of the traditional philosophical issues surrounding mereology, see Mc-
Daniel (2010).

² e study of parthood has a long and illustrious history spanning nearly the entire history of Western
philosophy. For a thorough history, see Burkhart and Dufour (1991). Our focus here will be on the recent
developments in the literature.
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of the parthood relation — there is even significant disagreement over which principles

of parthood are analytic. e theory of parthood that has achieved themost widespread ap-

proval in contemporarymetaphysics is classical extensionalmereology (CEM) first introduced

in Łesniewski(1916), and developed by Tarski (1929), and Leonard & Goodman (1940).³ And

yet the controversy over classical extensional mereology rages on.

Onemain strand of controversy will be the topic of this essay: the connections between

parthood and identity. (We will not be focussing on the famous debates over ‘Unrestricted

Fusion’;⁴ nor will we discuss the debate over the transitivity of parthood.⁵. So much of our

discussion will extend to what Simons Simons (1987) callsMinimal Extensional Mereology.)

According to CEM, parthood is intimately interwoven with identity, such that facts about

parthood o en entail facts about identity. And as is well-known, facts about identity have

wide-ranging consequences for ontology andmodality. As a result, a theory of parthood can

have important influence over our theories of what there is, and additionally on theories

about what there could and couldn’t be.

ree main properties of mereological relations come into focus: (i) extensionality, (ii)

antisymmetry, and (iii) idempotency.

Extensionality If x and y have the samemereological make-up, then x and y are identical.

Antisymmetry If x is part of y and y part of x, then x and y are identical.

Idempotency If x is part of y, then the sum of x and y is identical to y.

³In what follows, I presuppose a basic familiarity with mereological concepts. For more formal details
should consult Varzi’s excellent entry (2006a). Hovda (2009), Pontow and Schubert (2006) give somewhat
more advanced analysis of CEM. e reader with formal training would do well to consult Niebergall’s excel-
lent (2011).

⁴See McDaniel (2010), §4 for discussion of this issue.
⁵But see Varzi (2006b) for references.
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Extensionality actually comprises a class of principles corresponding to different ways of

characterizing mereologically indiscernibility, to be explained in detail below. Whether

these properties are commitments of CEM is not in question; they are all either theorems or

axioms of CEM. What is controversial is whether they are true. A ba ery of alleged coun-

terexamples to these principles have been put forward. Among those who accept that CEM

is problematic, there is still further disagreement over how and why these principles can

fail. A number of recent authors have proposed new weaker non-classicalmereologies as a

remedy.⁶

is article gives a sampling of some of the alleged counterexamples to each of the three

principles. Along the way, some of the main revisionary approaches are reviewed. In §2,

we look at counterexamples to extensionality. e ‘supplementation’ axioms that generate

extensionality are examinedmore carefully, and a suggested revision is considered. §3 con-

siders an alternative approach that focuses the blameon antisymmetry, but allowsus to keep

natural supplementation axioms. In §4, we look at counterexamples to the idempotency of

composition, and the associated ‘parts just once’ principle. We explore options for develop-

ing weaker mereologies that avoid such commitments.

2

Extensionality in mereology — same structure, same thing — is so called because of its

parallel with the extensionality of sets — same members, same set. Historically, a nomi-

nalistically acceptable alternative to set-theory was one of the original motivations for the

⁶‘Non-classicalmereology’ is a bit of amisnomer, unfortunately. It could easily be confusedwithmereology
based in a non-classical logic. ere are somemereological theories based in non-classical logics, e.g. the free-
logic mereology of Simons (1991), the fuzzy-logic mereology of N. J. J. Smith (2005), and the paraconsistent-
logic mereology of Weber and Cotnoir (n.d.). However, all the mereologies discussed below will be based in
classical logic; they are called ‘non-classical’ because they are weaker than CEM.
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development of mereology.⁷

But is extensionality for objects on a par with extensionality for sets? In particular, ex-

tensionality and the Indiscernibility of Identicals together give us the following very strong

claim: if objects aremereologically indiscernible, then they are indiscernible tout court. But

why should mereological structure be so important? Is it true that ‘a whole is nothing over

and above its parts” ? Or is it rather that ‘awhole is greater than the sumof its parts’? Which

view is right? e debate over extensionality runs deep.

e classic counterexample to extensionality involves objects (e.g. a statue) and themat-

terwhich constitutes them (e.g. a lumpof clay). ey presumably have different properties:

e.g. the clay can survive squashingwhereas the statue cannot. eymust, therefore, be dif-

ferent objects. Yet every part of one appears to be part of the other. eir structure (insofar

as mereology is concerned, anyway) is exactly the same.⁸

Another example involves the construction of two objects by a rearrangement of the

same parts. Suppose my son builds a house out of a some lego bricks. He then destroys

the house (as he o en does), and proceeds to build a boat from the same lego bricks. Is the

house identical to the boat? Or are they distinct?⁹ Extensionality would seem to force us to

identify the two.¹⁰

Until now, I have been talking about extensionality in a general way, leaving the notion

⁷It was one of Leśniewski’s (1916) explicit motivations, as it was for R. Eberle (1970). Goodman’s nominal-
ism, however, appears not to have been a motive for the development of the system of Leonard and Good-
man (1940). is system includes explicit set variables whichwere removed only later in Goodman (1951). See
Rossberg (2009).

⁸ is is one of the Paradoxes of Material Constitution, popularized by Wiggins (1968). See Paul (2010) for a
good introduction and references.

⁹ omson’s (1983) example involves Tinkertoys.
¹⁰Of course, a temporal parts view a là Sider (2003) would accept extensionality but might reject the iden-

tification. Alternatively, one might think that objects such as the lego house have additional non-material
(formal?) parts. Representatives of this view are Fine (1999, 2003), Paul (2006), Johnston (2006), and
Koslicki (2008). e best-developed formal mereology is Fine (2010).
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of mereological structure imprecise. But, the exact formulation of extensionality ma ers

here. CEM includes the following three variants:¹¹

Extensionality of Proper Parts Ifxandyare composite objectswith the sameproperparts,

then x and y are identical.

Extensionality of Overlap If x and y overlap all the same things, then x and y are identical.

Extensionality of Sums If x and y are sums of the same things, then x and y are identical.

Notice that the antecedent of the extensionality of proper parts presumes that the relevant

objects are composite. So, CEM allows that two simples (i.e. objects with no proper parts)

might triviallyhave the sameproperparts, but still benon-identical. Andsoonemight think

that since quantum particles are simples, this gives us a way out. However, it is not only

quantum particles that can be entangled, but larger composite objects too. So something

has to give.

In his classic book Parts (1987), Simons surveys a range of non-extensional mereologies

resulting from dropping so-called ‘supplementation principles’. e key candidate is SSP.

Strong Supplementation (SSP) If y is not part of x, then there’s some z that’s part of y but

disjoint from x

SSP says, roughly, that if something isn’t a part of another, then they don’t have all the same

parts. So long as parthood is a partial order (i.e. reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric),

then SSP implies the extensionality principles above.¹² Simons recommends dropping SSP

¹¹See Varzi (2008).
¹² e easiest to see is Extensionality of Overlap. e contrapositive of SSP is: for all x, y, and z, if z’s being a

part of y implies that z overlaps x, then y is part of x. Weakening the antecedent gives: (a) for all x, y, and z, if z
overlapping y implies that z overlaps x, then y is part of x. Substituting x for y and y for x, we also have: (b) if z
overlapping x implies that z overlaps y, then x is part of y. Pu ing (a) and (b) together, yields: for all x, y, and
z, z overlaps y iff z overlaps x, only if x and y are parts of each other. Applying antisymmetry to the consequent
gives the identity of x and y.
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in order to avoid puzzles like the examples above.¹³ is allows the mereologist to avoid

extensionality …or so it might seem.

Varzi (2009) has recently argued that rejecting SSP is not sufficient to avoid extension-

ality principles. A weaker principle,WSP does the trick.

Weak Supplementation (WSP) If x is a proper part of y, then there’s some z that’s part of y

but disjoint from x.

WSP says that if an object has a proper part, then it must have another part that doesn’t

overlap with the first. e argument from here to extensionality is too involved to present

now, and involves the commitment to mereological universalism— for any things, there is

a whole made of them.¹⁴ But to see the gist, imagine a statue and its clay are distinct objects

with the same proper parts. Universalism implies that there must be a sum of the statue

and the clay (and moreover, that summust be distinct from either of them, since neither is

part of the other). Now, the statue is a proper part of the sum; however, there is no part of

the sum that is disjoint from the statue, as any part of the clay is also part of the statue. is

violatesWSP.

Many philosophers (including Varzi and Simons) think that WSP is analytic, that it is

partly constitutive of the notion of proper parthood.¹⁵ Accordingly, structures violating

WSP are inconceivable. If so, then it would appear that universalism entails extensionalism;

anyonewho denied extensionality but accepted universalismwould be guilty of conceptual

confusion.
¹³See (1987) §3.2.4 and chs. 5 and 6. More precisely, he advocates doing so on the basis of what he calls ‘ e

Flux Argument’, which is based on a version of the ‘Tibbles the cat’ thought experiment of Geach (1962).
¹⁴Actually, it involves a very specific version of universalism involving a particular form of the unrestricted

fusion axiom schema. Other variants are not sufficient to generate extensionality. It also rests on a particular
definition of proper parthood. See Rea (2010) for a reply. Simons does not accept Universalism, so for him, the
rejection of SSP is sufficient.
¹⁵Varzi says this in several places: (2008) (p. 110) and (2009) (p. 60). Simons (1987) (p. 116) also makes this

claim, as do Bohn (2009) (p. 27, footnote 3), Koslicki (2008) (p. 167f), andMcDaniel (2009) (p. 264).
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Now, claims to analyticity are o en regarded with scepticism. True to form, a growing

numberofmetaphysicians endorse amereologywithoutWSP.¹⁶Wewill consider a fewmore

purported counterexamples in §4; but clearly, something about the spirit of WSP seems

right. How could an object that has a proper part fail to have a remainder when that part is

removed?

Gilmore (forthcomingb) has recently put forward a supplementation-like principle that

is weaker thanWSP, but which he thinks captures its intuitive pull.

Quasi-Supplementation (QSP) If x is a proper part of y, then there’s some w and some z

such that bothw and z are parts of y, and disjoint from each other.

QSP says that if an object has a proper part, then that object must have two proper parts

disjoint from each other. UnlikeWSP, however, the universalist can acceptQSPwhile avoid

extensionality. Returning to our earlier case, the statue is a proper part of the sum, and yet

there may well be two parts of the sum that are disjoint from each other (e.g. the top half

and the bo om half).

On the other hand, I suggest it is not obvious at all thatQSP really does express the in-

tuitive pull behind supplementation. A er all, it is compatible with QSP for an object to

have only one immediate proper part, so long as it has two disjoint proper parts somewhere

down the line. Allowme to explain: imagine you had two particles a and b, and their sum s0.

Suppose further that s0was the only proper part of some other object s1, whichwas the only

proper part of some further object s2, which in turn was the only proper part of s3, and so

¹⁶Caplan, Tillman, and Reader (2010) express sympathy toward the rejection of WSP. Cotnoir and Ba-
con (2012) argue thatWSP is inconsistent with the possibility of parthood loops. Forrest (2002) argues against
WSP on the basis of the possibility of gunk and considerations from measure theory (but see Russell(2008)).
Smith (2009) provides a number of arguments againstWSP frommore general metaphysical considerations,
as does Donnelly (2011). Donnelly (2010) also rejects WSP on the basis of considerations involving multi-
location, as does Kleinschmidt (2011).
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on. is structure is compatiblewithQSP. Now, a natural question to ask is this: what is le

of s3 when s2 is removed? Where is the remainder? is sort of example seems more akin

to set-theoretical structures — where {{{a, b}}} is clearly a different set than {{a, b}}—

than it does to mereological structures.¹⁷

But perhaps such strange parthood structures are part and parcel of tweaking supple-

mentation to avoid extensionality.

3

One need not tweak supplementation principles, however, to obtain non-extensionalmere-

ologies. e argument from SSP to extensionality relied on parthood being a partial order.

In particular, it relied on a crucial use of the antisymmetry axiom.

Antisymmetry If x is part of y and y part of x, then x and y are identical.

Antisymmetry, too, has been treatedwith all undue respect. Simons (1987)writes regarding

the partial order axioms,

ese principles are partly constitutive of the meaning of ‘part’, which means

that anyonewhoseriouslydisagreeswith themhas failed tounderstand theword.

(11)

To be sure, it does seem odd to think that two distinct things might be parts of each other,

but inconceivable?. Antisymmetry is an immediate consequence of the asymmetry of proper

¹⁷Moreover, the historical motivations for mereology seem predicated on these type of structures being
explicitly ruled out. Witness Goodman,

e platonist may distinguish these entities by venturing into a new dimension of Pure Form,
but the nominalist recognizes no distinction of entities without a distinction of content. ((1951),
26)
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parthood—namely, if x is a proper part of y, then y is not a proper part of x—and the defini-

tion of parthood as the disjunction of proper parthood and identity. Butma ers heremight

not be so straightforward; as there are other definitions of parthood that might be be er

motivated in the current context.¹⁸ What reasons are there for rejecting antisymmetry to

avoid extensionality? Well, first of all, there is a very natural sense in which antisymmetry

is an extensionality principle for improper parthood. Recall that extensionality principles

all assert that if objects have the relevantmereological relations to all the same objects, then

they are identical. Antisymmetry is no exception here; the relevantmereological relation is

improper parthood. us, antisymmetry says if two objects have the same improper parts,

they are identical. Given the similarity of antisymmetry to other extensionality principles,

it might appear ad hoc to reject the others but hold on tightly here.

A second reason for rejecting antisymmetry is that it allows one to accept supplementa-

tion principles in their full strength. at is, rejecting antisymmetry is sufficient for avoid-

ing extensionality principles of all stripes, even in the presence of SSP and unrestricted

fusion.¹⁹ Of course, accepting SSP is not without consequence; it requires the acceptance of

the following principle:²⁰

Proper Parts Principle (PPP) For composites x and y, if every proper part of x is a proper

part of y, then x is part of y.

Simons suggests PPP as the culprit behind extensionality, saying that “the extensional as-

pect of extensional mereology appears to be closely connected with PPP” ( (1987), 28). On

the contrary, however, one can easily accept PPP without being an extensionalist. More-

¹⁸See Cotnoir (2010) and Parsons (n.d.) for further discussion.
¹⁹See Cotnoir (2010) for proofs.
²⁰Much like SSP is one half of the extensionality of overlap, PPP is essentially one direction of the exten-

sionality of proper parthood.
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over, PPP is exceedingly natural. Since it would appear that y’s inclusion of all the proper

parts of x should be sufficient for xs being included in y as well.

e naturalness of PPP comes to fore when considering the following oddity forced on

the anti-extensionalist who rejects supplementation principles but accepts antisymmetry:

they are forced to conclude that the clay that makes up the statue is not part of the statue!

Why? Well, in order for the statue and clay to be distinct, they cannot be parts of each other;

and in order for the statue and clay to be a counterexample to extensionality, theymust have

the same proper parts.

By contrast, the anti-antisymmetry mereologist can easily accept that the clay is part

of the statue. And thus PPP provides the reason: since every proper part of the clay is a

properpart of the statue, the clay ispart of the statue. Andmoreover, symmetrical reasoning

ensures that the statue is part of the clay. us the clay and the statue are parts of each other.

But since we are supposing that they are not identical, theymust be distinct mutual proper

parts. is is omson’s viewwhen she suggests that the statue is constituted by the clay, and

that constitution requires mutual parthood: “x constitutes y at t only if x is part of y at t and

y is part of x at t” ((1998), 155). But constitution, omson thinks, does not imply identity.²¹

Onemight of course think it odd to have the statue be part of the clay. But I submit that this

is mostly due to the nature of the example, and the fact that we tend to think of the statue

as being grounded or dependent on the clay in an asymmetric way. Taking the example of the

lego house and boat, the mutual parthood view feels natural enough.

In fact, PPP and principles like it were originally said to be definitional for the notion of

parthood. For Leonard and Goodman’s (1940) axiomatization of CEM, the extensionality of

overlap is simply equivalent to antisymmetry. Parthood is defined via overlap thus: x is part

²¹See omson (1983) p. 208 and p. 219 footnote 12.
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of y iff everything that overlaps x also overlaps y. us, if objects overlap the same things,

they must be mutual parts by definition. Hence, antisymmetry yields extensionality.

A third reason for favoringnon-antisymmetricmereologyover itsunsupplementedcousin

comes from thinking about locations. What is the relation between an object’s location, and

the location of its parts? e answer, it turns out, is surprisingly complicated.²² However,

one principle, which I’ll call ‘Inclusion’, seems very natural:

Inclusion If the location of x is a subregion of the location of y, then x is part of y.

ere is a natural a raction to the idea that the structure of locations should be in har-

monywith the structure of parts. Inclusion is compelling, I think, because it represents one

way in which these structures may be in harmony. But notably, the unsupplemented anti-

extensionalist cannot accept the inclusion principle. Why? Well, if two distinct objects are

co-located, then inclusion tells us they must be mutual parts, and hence by antisymmetry

they must be identical. By contrast, the anti-antisymmetry anti-extensionalist can accept

the inclusion constraint; and that is a mark in its favor.

A natural application of this thought involves entangled quantum particles; such things

are typically thought to be co-located.²³ Supposing such particlesweremereological simple

(i.e. had no further proper parts), the unsupplemented anti-extensionalist cannot explain

their co-location in mereological terms — that is, they cannot distinguish two entangled

particles from two non-entangled particles. e mutual parts theorist, however, has some-

thingmore to say: the two entangled simples aremutual parts by virtue of being co-located,

²²For a taste of the complexities involved, see Uzquiano (2011).
²³Some have argued that, given the Indistinguishability Hypothesis of quantum mechanics, entangled parti-

cles are qualitatively indiscernible and yet distinct. French and Redhead (1988) argue that this includes in-
discernibility with respect to their relational properties, and more specifically their locations. For more on
putative counterexamples to the Identity of Indiscernibles (including quantum cases), see Hawley (2009).
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whereas two non-entangled simples bear no parthood relations to each other at all.²⁴

Somuch for extensionality, whichwehave seen canmotivate the rejection of either sup-

plementation or antisymmetry. Se ing aside reasons to do with extensionality, the rejec-

tion of antisymmetry has received additional independent support from philosophers who

have put forth a number of counterexamples to it. e first such counterexample is due to

Sanford (1993), who cites Borges’ ‘Aleph’ as an example: “I saw the Aleph from all points. I

saw the earth in the Aleph and in the earth the Aleph once more and the earth in the Aleph

[…]”. As Sandford notes, the Aleph is intended to have everything as a part, including the

earth. But apparently the Aleph is a proper part of the earth, given the fact that it is si ing

on the stairs in Beatriz Viterbo’s house. van Inwagen (1993) has responded (and Varzi(1999,

2006a) concurs) that examples intended as fictional do not constitute counterevidence to

conceptual truths; counterexamples to antisymmetry remain, for van Inwagen and Varzi,

inconceivable.

A structurally similar example from non-fiction was recently put forward by Tillman

and Fowler (2012).

Suppose that the universe exists. e universe is intended here in the most in-

clusive sense: a thing such that absolutely everything is a part of it. It’s helpful

to have a name for it. Assuming there is a unique such thing, let’s name itU. Ac-

cording to a popular view of semantic content, ‘U exists’ semantically encodes a

singular, structured proposition that has U itself as a constituent as well as the

property of existing. By hypothesis, this proposition is a proper part of U. But U

is in turn a proper part of the relevant proposition.

²⁴ is point is made by Parsons (n.d.). Of course, there is an interesting debate as to whether two simples
can be co-located. See Hawthorne (2006) for discussion.
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Since U is part of the proposition, and the proposition is part of U, Tillman and Fowler take

this a evidence that parthood must fail to be antisymmetric. Of course this relies on a few

crucial assumptions, not least of which are: (i) that sentences express propositions, and (ii)

that constituents of propositions are parts.

It is worth highlighting that problems for the antisymmetry principle needn’t involve a

fusion of everything. For example, suppose propositions are expressed by sentences (1) and

(2) below.²⁵

(1) e proposition expressed by (2) is true.

(2) e proposition expressed by (1) is contingent.

It would appear that the proposition expressed by (1) is a constituent of— and hence part of

— the proposition expressed by (2), and vice versa. Hence, since the two propositions are

distinct, they must be mutual parts.²⁶

More examples involving parthood loops are given in Cotnoir and Bacon (2012). But

whatever one thinks of these examples, it is clear thatCEM postulates other strong connec-

tions between parthood and identity. A further objectionable connection between parthood

and the identity of sums in CEM is our topic for the next section.

4

What is the difference between the words ‘stared’ and ‘starred’? ey obviously express

different concepts: one iswhat I o en do blankly off into space, si ing atmy desk; the other

²⁵Indeed, the existence of such propositions is a central component to the solution of the liar paradox de-
fended by Barwise and Etchemendy in (1987).
²⁶For another solution to these puzzles like these, see Gilmore (forthcominga).
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iswhatmovie actors do infilms. But orthographically, they are composed of different le ers

—well ‘different’ in one sense, but in another sense the same.

Mereological composition (or summation) in CEM has another feature that has caused

some recent controversy. Let us call this feature the idempotence of composition.

Idempotence If x is part of y, then the sum of x and y is identical to y.

I note that this is a slightly different formulation from themore usual property called ‘idem-

potence’: the sum of x with itself is just x; that is, taking the sum of something-twice-over

gives younomore than taking the fusion of something-once-over. Of course,wehave this in

CEM as well. Given the reflexivity of (improper) parthood, we have it as an instance of the

principle above. emore general formulation, however, fits the structure of our purported

counterexamples more neatly.

EffinghamandRobson (2007) discuss a related feature of CEM, called the ‘Parts JustOnce

Principle’.

Parts Just Once Principle (PJO) Foreverycompositex, x cannothaveyasapartmany times

over.

Strictly speaking, PJO is not expressible inCEM due to the occurrence of ‘many-times over’.

e idempotence property, however, is expressible and a theorem of CEM. Both seem plau-

sible as mereological principles. But recently authors have suggested that there are coun-

terexamples.

It is important, however, to note thatwe shouldnotmisunderstand the ‘many times over’

in PJO as telling us that a composite x cannot have distinct proper parts that are identical.

at would be trivially true and immune to counterexamples. However, Effingham and

Robson in their argument again PJO succumb to exactly this misunderstanding.
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For the Parts Just Once Principle to be false there could exist an x that has n

proper parts, the ys, (where n > 1) such that the ys are not the same proper

part, but are the same object. If there is awholewhich has two ormore different

proper parts, the whole has those proper parts by being part-related to two or

more different (i.e. distinct) objects. So for each of the ys, that y is not identical

to any of the other ys. Yet it is stipulated that the same object (call it z) is a part n

times over. So z is identical to each of the ys— and so by the transitivity of iden-

tity each of the ys are identical to one another. A clear contradiction. ((2007),

635)

ey assume that being part-relatedmany-times-over is equivalent to being part-related to

two or more distinct objects. But of course that assumption merely begs the question. No,

what is required is for it to be possible that an object be part-related to another multiple

times. Benne explains,

Two people are cousins twice over, or ‘double cousins’, as they are called, just in

case they are the children of pairs of siblings. Similarly, the being three feet from

relationcanholdmultiple timesbetween the same twoentities: consider twoan-

tipodal points on a sphere, such that the shortest distance between them along

the surface is three feet. But …parthood?[…] I argue that […] we can make sense

of the idea of an entity’s having a part twice — or four times — over. ((forth-

coming), ???)

How can onemake sense of such an idea? I will consider two possibilities: the first involves

multi-location; the second involves the distinction between role and occupant.

Smith (2009) suggests the phenomenon of x having a part ymany times over should be

understood as having x having a proper part y that ismultiply-located inmany distinct sub-
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regions of the location of x. Endurantists are no strangers to the idea that an individual

might be multiply located at different times. But could an object be multiply located in dif-

ferent regions at the same time?

Imagine Bob (the builder) would like to build a brick wall, but he only has one brick

si ing in his basement. Luckily, Bob also has a time machine. So, at t1, he takes his t1-brick

into the time machine, travels back to t0, and places the t1-brick next to the t0-brick in his

basement. So now he has two bricks—well, really he only has one brick, since the t1-brick

and the t0-brick are numerically identical, but multiply located. Bob travels back to t1 and

does this a hundred more times. A er he’s finished time-traveling, he uses his multiply

located brick to build a brick wall.²⁷

e brick wall seems to be composed entirely of a single brick many times over. So it

appears to be direct counterexample to PJO. Moreover, consider the brick wall just before I

add the final (copy of the) brick— call this object, composed of the brick ninety-nine times

over,Wall99. Now, the brick is alreadypart ofWall99. According to idempotence, completing

thewall by adding the final (copy of the) brick toWall99 results inWall99. But intuitively the

result of adding the last brick should beWall100. AndWall100 is not identical toWall99 (since

Wall99 is a proper part ofWall100 andnothing is a proper part of itself).²⁸ us, idempotence

must fail.

Of course, there are a number of moves that defenders of PJO and idempotence could

make in response to such a scenario. It does, a er all involve time-travel which is known

²⁷Examples such as this first appeared in Effingham and Robson (2007) and Gilmore (2007). See also Ea-
gle’s response (2010), and Gilmore’s reply (2010). Likewise, see Smith’s response (2009), and Effingham’s
reply (2010). Both discussions are addressing issues in the literature on persistence. Other interesting dis-
cussions that tackle the mereological implications of multi-location head-on are Donnelly (2010) and Klein-
schmidt (2011).
²⁸Of course, one might try to save idempotence by accepting that things can be proper parts of themselves.

Indeed, the astute readermight have already considered this fromprevious thought experiments. See Cotnoir
& Bacon (2012) for a mereology in which this is possible.
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to raise difficulties. It’s worth noting that the above example also violatesWSP; thus, a host

of philosophers must reject it as inconceivable. I leave any further discussion aside, since

failures of PJO and idemoptence can be motivated without the appeal to time-travel.

A more straightforward (and widely accepted) example of multi-location involves uni-

versals. Universals are typically said to be ‘wholly located wherever they are instantiated’.

Some have thought that universals can have other universals as parts; the locus classicus

being Armstrong (1986).

As water is H2O, the structural universal has the universal as a com-

ponent twice over, and the universal as a component once over (and perhaps we’d

like to include two copies of the universal). By contrast, hydrogen peroxide is

H2O2. Hence, the structural universal has the component

twice over, and the component twice over (plus, perhaps, thrice over).

Summing together with an extra (and, if we include , an extra

instance of that too) does not yield as idempotencewould predict, but yields -

. Hence, either is not part of , or idempotence fails. So, if struc-

tural universals were structured by CEM, then and would be

identical. But they aren’t.

Lewis (1986) concludes, pace Armstrong, that structural universals do not exist since

they cannot be handledwithinCEM. And for Lewis, it is either (classical extensional)mere-

ology or ‘magic’. Benne (forthcoming) suggests an alternate account, however, one which

allows one to keep amereological account of structural universals whilst rejecting idempo-

tence.²⁹

Benne ’s mereology makes use of the distinction between a role and an occupant of that

²⁹For distinct mereological proposals, see Bader (forthcoming) and Mormann (2010). For detailed argu-
ments as to why Lewis’s mereology of ‘magic’ is a false dichotomy, see Hawley (2010).
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role; this allows for the distinction between two types of objects in our domain: ‘parthood

slots’, and the ‘fillers’ which fill those slots. Once it is allowed that objects have this slot

structure, it is a small step toward allowing that a single part might fill more than one slot

in the same object. A structural universal like , for example, has three (perhaps five)

slots, twoofwhicharefilledby andoneofwhich isfilledby (andperhaps

two slots filled by ).

Unfortunately, Benne ’smereology runs into some troublewithmereological sums. She

does not propose any kind of mereological sum or fusion operation on parts. Slots cannot

be parts of slots; nor are they parts of the objects they are slots for. As a result, it is very dif-

ficult to tell when looking at some parts a and bwhat their sum should be. We need to know

what slot-structure is present in the whole before we can determinewhat the relevant sum

is. Howmany slots need to be filled? ere aremany possible answers to this question, each

of which determines at least one distinct object, usually manymore. Suppose, for example,

the whole has three slots. en there are six possible sums aab, aba, baa, abb, bab, and bba,

assuming it ma ers to the identity of the object which part fills which slot. Even if we iden-

tify objects like aba and baa, we still fail to have it that mereological sum is unique (i.e. the

extensionality of sums fails). Perhaps this is to be expected. However, given the complex-

ities of composition, Benne does not develop any theory of it. ese are open questions a

fully developed non-idempotent mereology would need to answer.³⁰

³⁰ ere are potential answers available; it’s not as if any such theory will inevitably run into trouble. I plan
to address these in future work.
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5

Recent discussions in the literature on mereology have consistently a empted to push the

boundaries of the kinds metaphysical structures we might have previously thought possi-

ble. ose who hold most tightly to principles likeWSP, antisymmetry and PPP as analytic

are forced to regard this ba ery of counterexamples as inconceivable.³¹ However, mereolo-

gieswhichdenysuchprinciples seemtobecapableofdoingquite abit ofmetaphysicalwork.

Resolving the puzzles of material constitution, providing a mereological account of coinci-

dence, and explaining the structure behind structural universals — these are just some of

the theoretical applications that have opened up. Of course, some of these applications are

stranger than others. e more sane among us will likely wish to pick and choose. But the

world of non-classical mereologies is just beginning to be seen in formal detail. Rival sys-

tems are still to be developed. e costs and benefits are still to be weighed. Perhaps this is

work in which you, the reader, would like to take part.³²
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